
110 Native Species
Featured in the
Guidebook

200 Printed Copies
of the Guidebook
Ordered

Including volunteers,
workshop and event
participants, and guidebook
contributors 

130 Participants 

Impact Report: 
TD Friends of The Environment

Foundation Grant 

2,254 Native Trees
and Shrubs Planted

Including 640 plants installed
at the demonstration site,
and 1,614 plants installed on
8 private shoreline properties.

Thanks to the generous support of the TD Friends of the
Environment Foundation, our project The Natural Choice:
Shoreline Stewardship and Naturalization Guidebook and
Demonstration Site was a success. The following report

demonstrates the impact your funding had, and how the project
outcomes compare to the initial project goals.

Including 47 wildflowers, 29
shrubs, 13 ground covers, 4
vines, 6 grasses, 4 ferns and 7
trees

Featuring 3 original
diagrams, sample budgets,
shoreline garden do's and
don'ts and so much more.

November 2020 - August 2021



Demo Site - Before Demo Site - After Demo Site - After

Demonstration Garden 
Before and After Planting Photos

Demonstration Garden 
Interpretive Sign

5 Garden Styles
Featured in Demo
Site

Including English Country,
Japanese, Wildflower, 
 Canadiana, and Pollinator

Including Milkweeds, Turtle
Heads, Dogwoods, and
many more!

37 Native Species
Planted in
Demonstration Site

The demonstration garden is a long-lasting tool that will
enhance the capacity of the public for shoreline stewardship
for years to come. The garden serves as an example of what

is possible for shoreline property owners and stewards.
Individuals undertaking the process of shoreline

renaturalization will be able to visit the site and see first
hand the variety of types and colours of plants available for

use in shoreline garden designs, as well as examples of
garden styles that can be created with native plants. 

On permanent display at the demonstration site 



Design-your-own Shoreline 
Garden Guidebook 

Featured Sections

What is a Shoreline?
The Value and Importance of a Natural Shoreland
Shoreland Dos and Don’ts
Common Myths About Shoreland Development 
Benefits of a Natural Shoreland
Planning a Shoreland Naturalization Project
Balancing Recreation and Nature
Designing your Shoreland Garden
Solutions to Common Problems
Planting Your Shoreland Garden
Caring For and Maintaining Your Shoreland Garden

Including The Land Between
Charity, Bark Nursery, and
Lake Association Members.

Written with Input
from 5
Organizations 

 The Design-your-own Shoreline Garden Guidebook is a long-lasting
tool that provides landowners with everything they need to

know about shoreline garden design, installation and
stewardship, as well as information on the value of natural,

native shorelines to nature and human well-being. The guide is
available for download from The Land Between website, as well

as in printed form from The Land Between field office. 

Guidebook Cover Art



Anticipated and Realized 
Quantitative Project Outcomes  

200 individuals directly
participating in tours,

workshops and launch
events

Minimum 2,000 people
reached across Lake

Associations, through
networks

Anticipated
Outcome

200 copies of the Design-
your-own Shoreline Garden

Guidebook printed

200 copies of the
guidebook have been
ordered and will be

distributed upon arrival.
The book is also available

as a PDF on The Land
Between website.

200 feet of shoreline
naturalized on site

(demonstration site)

Approximately 230 linear
feet (70m) and 3,660

square feet (340 square
meters) we naturalized at
the demonstartion site.

130 individuals directly
participated in tours,

workshops and launch events.
Unfortunately, our ability to

engage the targeted number of
participants was impacted by

the Covid-19 pandemic.

Realized
Outcome

Minimum 5km of
shoreline habitat

improved

1954 square meters
(approximately 390.9 linear

meters) where directly
improved through known

shoreline plantings. Assuming
an average shoreline length of
30 meters per property, and

knowing that at least 200 copies
of the guidebook will be

distributed, and additional
6,000 m (6 km) of shoreline

habitat will be improved

22 Volunteers

6 community volunteers
participated in the garden and

guidebook development.
Unfortunately, our ability to

engage the targeted number of
volunteers was impacted by the

Covid-19 pandemic.

Promoted initiative to 20 Lake
Associations, each with an
average of 150 members,

totaling approximately 3,000
people reached across Lake

Associations.



Anticipated and Realized 
Qualitative Project Outcomes  

Anticipated
Outcome

Realized
Outcome

Increased capacity for
stewardship and
naturalization of

shorelines by the public

Improved biodiversity and
ecosystem function in

sensitive shoreline
landscapes

Increased wildlife habitat

Increased skills and
knowledge by the land

base

The shoreline guidebook and
demonstration garden provide
tangible, long-lasting sources

of information on how to
design, care for and maintain
native shoreline gardens, as
well as information on the
importance of native and

natural shorelines to the well-
being of nature and 

human beings.

1954 square meters of
shoreline habitat were
enhanced through this

project, resulting in
increased habitat for

species who rely on intact
shoreline habitats for food,

shelter and nesting
areas/materials 

The renaturalization of
disturbed shorelines

enhances biodiversity and
ecosystem function by

restoring the landscapes
to a near-natural state.

Diverse and well-
established native plants 
 act as a food and habitat
source for native species,
naturally filter water and

control erosion.

The resources and
communications created

through this project, as well as
the workshops and site visits
run in tandem, have reached
approximately 5,000 people,

increasing the capacity of
these individuals to practice

effective shoreline
stewardship through

knowledge sharing and skill
development.



21%

Use of TD Funds  

TD 
(spent)

Total Project
(spent)

21% of the project budget
(or $7,130.00) was provided
by the TD Friends of the
Environment Foundation

$33,970.00Project Budget =

Expense

Support for
design work

(HR)

Publication
costs 

(non HR)

Marketing
costs

(non HR)

Plants 
(non HR)

Catering and
venues 
(non HR)

Signage and
installation

(non HR)

Bark Nursery
Honorarium

(non HR)

$1080.00

$2,000.00

$250.00

$2,200.00

$400.00

$700.00

$500.00

$3,304.00
 

$2,160.00

$2,000.00

$2,050.00

$448.00

$1,200.00

$500.00

Total $7,130.00

Additional HR
Costs

$23,000.00$0.00

$34,662.00
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Participant Feedback: Workshops 

How satisfied are you
with what you
learned in the
workshop?

How satisfied are you
with the
recommendations made
to you based on your 
 situation and/or goals?

What actions will you commit to taking in future to
improve your shoreline health? Select all that apply.

After completion of each workshop, participants were asked to
share their feedback on the program through the completion of

an online questionnaire. Some of the highlights of this
questionnaire are outlined below.



"How important the 'Land in Between' is."
"The geography and uniqueness of The Land Between"
"The uniqueness of our area between Canadian Shield & St.
Lawrence Lowlands".
"How important it is to care for our shoreline and what a
special place my cottage is located in - the land between".
"Planting can be customized to specific conditions and
desires".
"The unique mix of flora and fauna in our area."
"How plants interact with wildlife and the lake."
"The beauty and importance of a natural shoreline and
preserving it just for one thing. Workshop was so interesting,
I learnt a lot."
"The breadth of native plants available and where to get
more".
"There are many options to consider when planning a
shoreline garden -wide variety of plants and bushes".
"Types of plants/flowers to use in shoreline".
"How plants at the shoreline are dependent on and suited to
the unique balance of earth, drainage, runoff, grade and
wave action."
"Importance of vegetation to preserving the shore".
"A naturalized shoreline protects and stabilizes the land
near the water, the immediate shoreline, and the
environment near the water along the shoreline".
"The effects of erosion."
"The types of native plants suitable for reducing erosion".
"Ways to prevent soil erosion".
"The angle of waves hitting the shoreline affecting the
erosion."
"The names of plants we should be looking for".
"Which species are native to Ontario shorelines".
"Importance of protecting wildlife".
"Why my shore is eroding".
"The information on why we have a Canada goose 'problem'.
The right way to do exterior lighting. My personal preference
is for motion sensor lighting."
"The need for planting of native species."
"So much was important. One thing I was really interested in
was deterring the geese that come and poop everywhere."

What is one important thing you learned from the Shoreline
Garden Workshop?

Participant Feedback: Workshops 



"Perhaps better not to have individual consultations, or limit
them to a couple of questions. A few people dominated the
time allotted for consultations."
"It would help to walk through a design of a few gardens as
a group -we could all learn from each others’ challenges and
plans."
"There is enough information to present it in 2 parts."
"More time! The first part was all so interesting that I
wouldn't want to cut it short, but we ran out of time for a
shoreline garden design (still got lots of good ideas for
improving our shoreline, though)."
"Many short fact sheets on things like why hard barriers are
counter-productive in preventing erosion, etc; how to make
your shoreline a thriving natural nursery; plants you and
your shoreline will love; how to make geese avoid your
property, etc."
"Prevention would be better than remediation -more work
with lake associations; codes conduct re nature
preservation."
"Try and get info into the annual general meetings of the
lake associations"
"Promote everywhere that you can"

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant Feedback: Workshops 

Do you have any recommendations for how we could
improve our shoreline garden program?



“Thank you very much for the prompt delivery and bonus, no
charge. We will planting ASAP. Excellent program.” 

– Allyson Rapson, Landowner

 

“Thank you very much for the prompt delivery and bonus, no
charge. We will planting ASAP. Excellent program.” 

– Allyson Rapson, Landowner

 

“Workshop so worthwhile. It was so informative and interesting. I
had no idea of why its called the land between. From turtles to
snakes bats and birds to lighting, erosion and behaviors of wildlife,
the whole workshop was pack full of interesting information. This
should be thought in schools.“

- Patricia Smallman, Workshop Attendee
 

 “Workshops such as these bring awareness of the importance of
maintaining healthy, natural aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
They demonstrate how the average property owner can take even
small steps to improve ecosystem health and biodiversity.”

- Cindy Broughton, Workshop Attendee, 
Fleming College professor

 
 

 

Landowner Testimonials 

"Informative and very knowledgeable. Well presented and very
willing to answer specific questions. Great materials also.” 

- Ryan Vincent, Landowner
 

“Practical and well presented.”
 

 - Jane Jewson, Workshop Attendee

“I enjoyed the details on shoreline recommendations, plant
guides, and real life coaching”. 

- Jini Stolk, Workshop Attendee

“This Workshop explains the ways in which shoreline gardens are
the best choice for lakefront properties, for beauty, for the
environment, and for property value. A very interesting and
worthwhile way to spend time, even on a sunny Saturday in July!” 

- Sheila Currie, workshop attendee, 
Wollaston Lake Association Board Member

 
 

 


